
 
 

November 2020 Beer Club Notes 
 

 
Beer Club Hop Heads 
 

Silver Moon Brewing Simon Says- Silver Moon Brewing is a brand new brewery to the 
state, coming from one of the best beer regions outside of our own, the Pacific Northwest. Silver 
Moon is located in Bend, Oregon and is one of the 3 original Bend breweries, beginning 
operations in 2000. Simon Says is the hazy IPA in Silver Moon’s lineup, offering up notes of 
mango, pineapple, and orange blossom wrapped in a slightly lighter, drier mouthfeel.  
 

Silver Moon Brewing Hydrosphere- A fresh hopped IPA from one of THE hop growing 
regions? Yes, Please! Not only that, this utilizes a hop varietal that is hard to come by as a fully 
processed hop, let alone as “fresh” hop. A “fresh” or “wet” hopped IPA utilizes hops that haven’t 
been dried and are used within 24 hours of harvest. Because of the lack of drying, you generally 
need more wet hops to get the same flavor as you would from the same hop after it has been 
dried. As a result, Hydrosphere uses 300lbs. of Strata hops, giving off notes of lemon, lime, 
passionfruit and a hint of pithy grapefruit.  
 

Grimm Light Year- We are spoiling you with yet another Double IPA from the haze 
masters at Grimm. Light Year features citra, columbus, galaxy and mosaic hops that gives off 
bright notes of pineapple, passionfruit and melon, with a touch of earthy, herbaceousness that 
lightly cuts through the hop candy profile.  
 

Canned Heat Juelz- A brand new brewery to Pour Richards, Canned Heat is based out 
of Fall River, Massachusetts. Juelz is a hazy, New England-style Double IPA clocking in at 8.2% 



ABV. Juelz gives off pungent tropical notes on the nose with peach, pineapple and clementine 
on the palate and a creamy, soft mouthfeel.  
 

Outer Range Water Colors- Yes, another brand new brewery for the beer club, Outer 
Range is based out of Frisco, Colorado and focuses on IPAs and Belgian beer. Water Colors is 
a hazy IPA at 6.9% and is hopped with citra, simcoe and columbus. Expect notes of lemon, 
orange and a hint of grapefruit with a smooth, round mouthfeel that hints at wheat malt in the 
mashbill. A soft, yet stunning example of a well-made New England-style IPA.  
 

Blue Jacket Fantastic Damage- A double dry-hopped 7% IPA featuring Galaxy and 
Moutere hops. Galaxy brings notes of peach, passionfruit and pineapple whereas Moutere adds 
another layer of grapefruit, passionfruit with undertones of hay and pine. The mouthfeel is a little 
more carbonated than is typical for the style, but nothing that gets in the way of enjoying this 
glorious IPA.  
 
 
 
 
 
Beer Club Mix Pack 
 

Silver Moon Brewing IPA 97- The house IPA from Silver Moon brewing, IPA 97, is more 
in line with the IPAs one would typically find in the Pacific Northwest. This will pour a burnt 
orange, almost amber, with a slight haze.The nose reveals notes of bitter orange peel, fresh 
pine, and honeysuckle. Flavor follows suit, though never becoming overly bitter and even has a 
hint of a yeasty, bubble gum note to keep any piney bitterness from being overbearing.  
 

Shire Took a Boat to Church- A hazy IPA from a brewery we have grown to love due to 
their farmhouse ale brewing prowess, this features citra and strata hops. You’re probably very 
familiar with Citra’s flavor profile, but Strata hops bring notes of grapefruit, berries and a hint of 
cannabis.  
 

Canned Heat My Father’s Brother’s Cousin’s Nephew’s former Rommate’s Twisted 
Schwarzbier- A unique style rarely seen, Schwarzbier is the lager answer to the ale equivalent 
of an irish dry stout. Expect notes of chocolate, black coffee and a hint of smoke, but wrapped in 
a body that is reflective of lager yeast;  light, crisp and not heavy at all.  
 

Canned Heat Its Fricken Bats- A sweet stout from Canned Heat, Its Fricken Bats comes 
in at 8.1% ABV. The beer starts with a hint of a dark fruit that turns quickly to notes of sweet 
chocolate, coffee and dark roasted malts. The body is not overly dense for what one would 
expect for the style, just enough to carry the bold, dark roasted malts.  
 

Blue Jacket Caribou- An 8% milk stout featuring the addition of peanut butter, vanilla 
beans, cocoa nibs and lactose. The nose brings loads of peanut butter and toasted peanuts up 



front with a hint of milk chocolate. The taste is more peanut butter but still more  in balance with 
the fudgey, chocolate notes than the aroma was. This is spot on for a milk stout; full-bodied and 
creamy.  
 

Blue Jacket Love Cats- A pilsner inspired by the brewing traditions of northern Germany, 
Love Cats is all pilsner malt, hopped with loral hops (American grown, but considered a “Super” 
noble hop) and lagered for 4 weeks. Bready, cereal grains show on the nose, along with an 
herbal, lemon note from the hops. The flavor follows, with more notes of sweet grain and a more 
developed, spice character from the hops. The beer finishes crisp with a lingering bitterness.  


